
 

 
 
1. Why, when and how did you created Charlie Banana®? 

 
As a parent, you want your baby to be comfortable and healthy always. I found cloth diapers to be very soft 
and comfortable to me as a mom.  Considering the amount of time a baby spends in diapers, I thought it 
was an amazing product and it needed to be marketed, explained and styled to appeal to our generation… I 
fell in love with the concept and realized how difficult it was to find modern stylish cloth diapers.  I had 
discovered a raw crystal – a diamond in the rough. I am very passionate about art and design, nutrition, 
sustainability and green living and wanted to illustrate this through my passion for healthy families and 
babies. When you have your first child, you absolutely want the healthiest, the cutest and the most Eco 
friendly products. The savings are simply the cherry on top! We launched Charlie Banana® in 2010 and it’s 
so much more than just cloth diapers, Charlie Banana® is truly an important lifestyle for parents. 
 
2. Were you disappointed with disposable diapers? 
We used about 3 packages of disposable diapers when my first baby was born. They never fit properly and 
we had so many leaks. I did not like finding clear crystals (basically chemicals) in the diaper either and 
they were rough on my baby’s skin. Did I mention how sad it is to see a sweet baby covered in ugly plastic 
materials? Horrible! 
 
3. Or was it more a question of sustainability? 
I had a very “green and healthy” upbringing. Our family is very eco conscious – I do what I can and we try 
to teach our children to make better choices that reduce our carbon footprints. Individual efforts make a big 
difference. You can have the same great life even probably a better one! 
And I assume all of us want to leave a green legacy to our children and not a pile of garbage.  Often it is a 
struggle as you have to choose… I love my kindle but I am passionate about hanging out at bookstores for 
hours. There might be fewer bookstores in future and this is very sad but it will save so many resources. 
We have to look at the big picture! 
 
 



4. What does your clientele want and care about? 
Many parents’ today want healthy and eco friendly products without compromising on style. 
 Charlie Banana® is a lifestyle. When you step into the world of reusable, you simply cannot go back. 
Every product that you purchase will have to meet your new criteria. You suddenly look at your daily 
habits and realized oh my God… First you start with your cleaning products: why should anyone almost 
pass out from toxic fumes while cleaning their bathroom, when you can have a lovely vinegar or orange oil 
scented product as efficient for same or less money? You will start reading labels on the cookies box and 
anything you feed your children as Xanthan gum and natural flavoring sadly means the same as MSG. 
Then you look at all your plastic utensils, your microwave will go to the garbage, and the list goes on and 
on. You simply cannot go back to poisoning your family. We are constantly adding new products to the 
line as we feel so many products can be redesigned more efficiently and most stylishly. Our customers 
begin with our diapers and then they continue to immerse themselves into this reusable stylish lifestyle. 
Being comfortable, being healthy, being green and being savvy, equals BEING GOOD. Charlie 
Banana® is a lifestyle.   
 
5. What are your products’ specifications (ingredients and their origin)? 
Our products are made with care in China. We use organically grown cotton wherever we can. Each fabric 
has its own properties, for example, our fleece dries fast and it is stain free. It is perfect for being inside the 
diaper as baby stays dry and the diaper stays white. Our 2-in-1 Swim Diapers and Training Pants are lined 
with organic cotton and they make perfect training pants/underpants as they are so comfortable. Our 
products are free of optical whiteners, perfumes, dioxin, bleach. 
Our hybrid liners are made of disposable bamboo and are 99% biodegradable as are our bamboo liners, so 
parents have the option to still use disposable elements with cloth diapers, while still being good to the 
Earth.  
 
6. Any recommendations about the daily care for your diapers? 
Use the bio liner as it makes the cleaning of the diaper incredibly easy. 
Wash daily: do not wait 2-3 days. Use an effective, residue/chemical free detergent and add white vinegar 
and baking soda in the wash every week.   
Dry diapers naturally in the sun – the sun will naturally bleach diapers, keeping them white and clean. 
Repeat daily!. Breastfed baby poo stains like you wouldn’t believe – and the sun removes the stains like 
magic! 
Special care: Do not use bleach, fabric softeners and avoid diaper creams. If you must dry in the dryer, then 
at low heat. Bleach, hot water or high heat will damage the lamination and the elastics. Creams, fabric 
softener and some detergent will leave a film on the surface of the fabric and it will make the fabric repel 
the water- you will have leaks. If you follow our recommended instructions everything will be easy. 
 
Do follow us on Facebook  http://www.facebook.com/lovecharliebanana 
Read about Charlie Banana® lifestyle on our blog:!https://www.charliebanana.com/blog.asp 
You can find informative Charlie Banana® videos here: http://www.youtube.com/user/lovecharliebanana: 
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Simply email us if you have questions: support@charliebanana.com. We’re always here to help. 
 
We need to enjoy more what we have while we have it - laughing every day is a must … Always Be Good! 
 
Warmly, 
Gaëlle Wizenberg 
Founder - CEO Winc Design Limited. 


